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ABSTRACT Massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) is a promising technique for communica-

tions due to the high data transmission rate. To harvest the benefit from the massive MIMO, it is necessary

to have accurate channel estimates. Such channels often exhibit sparsity in the virtual angular domain. This

paper proposes a dichotomous coordinate descent (DCD) based algorithm for joint sparse channel estimation

in the virtual angular domain for the orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing massive MIMO. We show

that compared to the distributed sparsity adaptive matching pursuit algorithm previously proposed for

this purpose, the DCD-based algorithm has significantly lower complexity and better channel estimation

performance.

INDEX TERMS Channel estimation, common sparsity, compressive sensing, dichotomous coordinate

descent, distributed sparsity adaptive matching pursuit, joint sparse recovery, massive MIMO, virtual

angular domain.

I. INTRODUCTION1

M
ASSIVE MIMO has been proposed for next gener-2

ations of communication systems, since it provides3

higher spectral efficiency [1], [2]. It can enhance the spectral4

efficiency by orders of magnitude by equipping the wireless5

transmitter with a large number of antennas and exploiting6

the increased degree of freedom in the spatial domain.7

Pilot aided channel estimation is widely used in MIMO8

systems [3]. For channel estimation in a MIMO system with9

a small number of antennas, orthogonal pilots are often10

used [4], [5]. However, the pilot overhead increases with11

the number of antennas [6]. Employing orthogonal pilots for12

channel estimation would cause unacceptable pilot overhead13

because of the massive number of antennas at the base14

station (BS) [7]. In [7], a compressive sensing based channel15

feedback scheme was proposed, which can reduce the pilot16

overhead and achieve good channel state information (CSI)17

acquisition. In this paper, we focus on the channel estimation18

in the feedback scheme.19

Experiments and research have shown that due to the20

small angle spread seen from a BS between a user and21

BS, massive MIMO channels exhibit sparsity in the virtual22

angular domain [8]. Furthermore, according to [6], [7], [9],23

when applying the orthogonal frequency division multiplex-24

ing (OFDM), because of the spatial propagation property25

of the wireless channel, such as the number of scatterers is26

nearly unchanged over the system bandwidth, the common27

sparsity is shared by different subcarriers, which is referred28

to as the spatially common sparsity over multiple subcarriers.29

Often, massive MIMO channels can be considered as quasi-30

static over a coherence time interval [9]. Furthermore, since31

the angle variation from the user to the BS is relatively slow,32

and can be often neglected, the support set of the channel33

in the virtual angular domain can be regarded as unchanged34

over several OFDM symbols, which is referred to as spatially35

common sparsity over multiple OFDM symbols [7] [9]. By36

exploiting the common sparsity in the virtual angular domain,37

we can jointly estimate the channel for multiple subcarriers.38

Sparse recovery techniques are attractive for channel esti-39

mation [10], [11], [12]. There are two ways to find sparse rep-40

resentation, convex optimization and greedy methods [13].41

Greedy methods typically have lower complexity [14], such42

as the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [15], matching43

pursuit (MP) [14], compressive sampling matching pursuit44
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(CoSAMP) [16]. However, they may provide limited per-45

formance when the signal is not very sparse or the noise46

is too high [17]. Convex optimization algorithms such as47

Your ALgorithms for ℓ1 (YALL1) [18], which employs the48

alternating direction method, provide high accuracy, but the49

complexity is high [13], [19], [20]. For channel estimation,50

we usually deal with complex-valued problems [13]. The51

sparse recovery algorithm used in this paper is for solving52

complex-valued problems.53

The low-complexity coordinate descent (CD) search can54

be implemented to estimate the channel [21], [22]. In [13],55

algorithms applying dichotomous CD (DCD) iterations for56

solving ℓ2ℓ0 and ℓ2ℓ1 optimization problems have been pro-57

posed. By exploiting the DCD, the use of multiplications58

have been minimized, which significantly reduces the al-59

gorithm complexity and makes it well suited for real-time60

implementation [13]. Here we are interested in the DCD61

algorithm for the ℓ2ℓ0 optimization since it outperforms such62

greedy algorithms as MP and OMP [13].63

The DCD algorithm for ℓ2ℓ0 optimization is a greedy64

algorithm [13], different from the CD algorithm [22], [23]. It65

does not optimize the step size for each iteration, but employs66

a set of step sizes defined by the fixed-point representation of67

the solution [13]. It has been indicated in [13] and [21], that68

the computational complexity of the algorithm is dominated69

by the computational complexity of a small number of suc-70

cessful iterations, while most of the operations of the DCD71

algorithm are additions and bit-shifts, which makes it suitable72

for implementation on real-time design platforms, such as73

digital signal processors and field-programmable gate arrays74

[24].75

Since the DCD algorithm in [13] can only deal with76

single sparse channel at one time, by exploiting the spa-77

tially common sparsity in the virtual angular domain of78

the massive MIMO channels, a DCD-Joint-Sparse-Recovery79

(DCD-JSR) algorithm is proposed here. The DCD-JSR al-80

gorithm can jointly estimate multiple sparse channels and81

provide accurate CSI acquisition with a low computa-82

tional complexity. Simulation results show that the pro-83

posed algorithm has better mean square error (MSE) per-84

formance than the Distributed-Sparsity-Adaptive-Matching-85

Pursuit (DSAMP) algorithm proposed in [7] for solving the86

same problem.87

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the88

system model. Section III presents the proposed DCD-JSR89

algorithm. In Section V, numerical examples are analysed90

and, finally, Section VI presents the conclusion.91

In this paper, capital and small bold fonts are used to92

denote matrices and vectors, respectively, and j =
√
−1,93

(x)n denotes the nth element of the vector x, Rq denotes the94

qth column of the matrix R, and Rn denotes the nth row of95

the matrix R, Rm,n denotes an element of the matrix R. The96

transpose operator is given by (.)
T

, (.)
∗

denotes the conju-97

gate operator, (.)
†

denotes the Moore-Penrose inversion, and98

(.)
H

denotes the Hermitian transpose operator. The ℓ0-norm99

and ℓ2-norm are represented by ||.‖0 and ||.‖2, respectively.100

We use I to denote a support, |I| is the cardinality of the101

support I , Ic is the complement of I , RI is a matrix obtained102

from R, and which only contains columns corresponding to103

support I . RI,I is an |I| × |I| matrix obtained from R by104

collecting elements from columns and rows corresponding to105

I , and xI is the subset of x that includes non-zero elements106

from x corresponding to I . We use h to denote a channel vec-107

tor and h̃ to denote the channel vector in the virtual angular108

domain, h̃n denotes the channel vector corresponding to the109

nth subcarrier. R denotes the real part of a complex number.110

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION111

A. CHANNEL ESTIMATION SCHEME112

The conventional method to acquire the CSI in frequency-113

division-duplexing (FDD) systems is as follows: the BS114

transmits downlink pilot symbols to a user, so the user can115

estimate the downlink CSI locally and then feed it back to the116

BS via an uplink channel [25]. If we are employing conven-117

tional CSI estimation techniques (such as the minimum mean118

square error (MMSE) estimator), since the number of pilots119

required at the BS has to scale linearly with the number of120

transmit antennas at the BS [26], it would cause prohibitively121

large overhead for both pilot training (downlink) and CSI122

feedback (uplink). Hence, to solve the overhead issues, as123

suggested in [7], the channel estimation is performed at124

the BS. The channel estimation scheme is summarized as125

follows.126

1 In each OFDM symbol, every BS antenna broadcasts127

pilot symbols to users, the kth user receives the signal128

yk and feeds it back to the BS. The BS recovers the129

CSI for each user based on the feedback signals yk,130

k = 1, ...,K. As shown in Fig.1 each OFDM symbol131

contains N subcarriers, while P subcarriers are used to132

transmit pilot symbols. The user feeds back the received133

signal to the BS without performing downlink channel134

estimation.135

2 At the BS, a channel estimation algorithm is used to136

jointly estimate multiple sparse virtual angular domain137

channels, which are assumed to have the same support I .138

The least squares (LS) algorithm [27] is employed to139

acquire the CSI based on an estimate of the common140

support I .141

B. CHANNEL MODEL142

In a typical FDD massive MIMO system, consider a co-143

herence time interval consisting of J OFDM symbols. M144

antennas are employed at the BS to serve K single-antenna145

users simultaneously, where M ≫ K. At the tth OFDM146

symbol, 1 ≤ t ≤ J , for the nth subcarrier, 1 ≤ n ≤ N ,147

the received signal for the kth user, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, is given by:148

ytk,n =
(

ht
k,n

)T
xt
n + wt

k,n, (1)

where ht
k,n ∈ CM×1 represents the downlink channel be-149

tween the kth user and M antennas, xt
n ∈ CM×1 is the vector150

of transmitted symbols (data or pilot symbols) and wt
k,n is the151
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FIGURE1: Each OFDM symbol contains N subcarriers, while P
subcarriers are used to transmit pilot symbols.

corresponding additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). For a152

single user, we can drop the index k, thus we can write:153

ytn =
(

ht
n

)T
xt
n + wt

n. (2)

Matrix AB is used to modify the channel vector ht
n into a154

vector h̃t
n in the virtual angular domain, and it is determined155

by the geometric structure of the antenna array. We consider156

a uniform linear array with the antenna spacing d = λ/2,157

where λ is the wavelength, then AB becomes the discrete158

Fourier transform (DFT) matrix. Thus we obtain:159

ytn =
(

h̃t
n

)T

A∗
Bx

t
n + wt

n, (3)

where, (ht
n)

T
=
(

h̃t
n

)T

A∗
B . As illustrated in Fig.2, the160

channel vector in the angular domain divides the covering161

area of the BS into angular intervals. The mth element of h̃t
n162

corresponds to the mth virtual angle, where 1 ≤ m ≤M .163

According to experimental study [8] and analysis [26], in164

practical massive MIMO systems, the BS is usually at a high165

elevation with a limited number of scatterers (relative to the166

number of antennas), and the scatterers at the user side are167

relatively rich. In other words, the BS might only have few168

active transmit directions for the kth user, which means that169

the number of multipath arrivals dominating the majority of170

channel energy is small, and the channel vectors in the virtual171

angular domain exhibit sparsity. Thus, we have |I| ≪ M ,172

which means the channel exhibits sparsity in the virtual angu-173

lar domain. Furthermore, as shown in Fig.2, according to [9]174

and [7], since the spatial propagation characteristics such as175

scatterers are almost unchanged over the system bandwidth,176

the subchannels associated with different subcarriers in the177

same OFDM symbol share common sparsity. Moreover, in178

[28], it has been indicated that even in time-varying scenar-179

ios, the variation of the arrival angles is usually much slower180

than that of channel gains. This means, as shown in Fig.2,181

the channel associated with J successive OFDM symbols182

shares common sparsity. Since the channel during J OFDM183

symbols is time invariant, the channel gain can be considered184

FIGURE2: The virtual angular domain channel vector exhibits com-
mon sparsity within the system bandwidth (adapted from [7]).

FIGURE3: Structure of the transmitted JP pilot symbols. Each pilot
symbol corresponds to the pilot sequence transmitted from M
antennas.

as unchanged during J OFDM symbols, which can be written185

as:186

h̃1
n = h̃2

n = ... = h̃J
n = h̃n. (4)

In this paper, we consider the pilot-aided channel esti-187

mation. The structure of the transmitted pilot symbols is188

shown in Fig.3. To provide accurate channel estimation with189

multiple pilot subcarriers, for the tth OFDM symbol, a part190

of subcarriers is used for transmitting pilot symbols stp ∈191

CM×1, and the received signal at the pilot subcarrier n(p)192

is given by:193

ytn(p) =
(

h̃n(p)

)T

A∗
Bs

t
p + wt

n(p), (5)
[

stp
]

m
= ejθt,m,p , (6)

1 ≤ p ≤ P, 1 ≤ m ≤M, 1 ≤ t ≤ J

while θt,m,p are independent random numbers uniformly194

distributed in (0, 2π].195

C. PROBLEM FORMULATION196

As described in Section II-A, after receiving the signal from197

BS, the user will send the received signal back to the BS with-198

out performing the downlink channel estimation, where the199

feedback channel can be considered as an AWGN channel,200

and the variance can be neglected. [26] [29] [30]. Hence, for201

the tth OFDM symbol, at the pth pilot subcarrier, the signal202

received at the BS is given by:203

rtp = φt
ph̃n(p) + vtp, 1 ≤ p ≤ P. (7)
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Here, φt
p =

(

stp
)T

(A∗
B)

T ∈ C1×M is the sensing vector.204

h̃n(p) ∈ CM×1 is the sparse channel vector for the n (p)th205

subcarrier, and vtp is the corresponding noise, which contains206

both downlink and uplink channel noise.207

To provide an accurate channel estimation for the pth208

pilot subcarrier, the BS should jointly utilize the feedback209

signal over J successive OFDM symbols [7]. We collect210

the feedback signals rtp, 1 ≤ t ≤ J , in a vector rp =211

[

r1p, r
2
p, ..., r

J
p

]T ∈ CJ×1, then we have212

rp = Φph̃n(p) + vp, 1 ≤ p ≤ P, (8)

where,Φp =
[

SJ
p (A∗

B)
T
]T

∈ CJ×M , Sp =213

[

s1p, s
2
p, ..., s

J
p

]T ∈ CJ×M , and vp =
[

v1p, v
2
p, ..., v

J
p

]T ∈214

CJ×1 is the noise vector, which contains both downlink and215

uplink noise. Since the channels for all subcarriers exhibit216

common sparsity, we can jointly estimate the channels asso-217

ciated with multiple pilot subcarriers assuming the common218

support.219

III. DCD-JSR ALGORITHM FOR THE CHANNEL220

ESTIMATION IN VIRTUAL ANGULAR DOMAIN221

In [7], the distributed sparsity adaptive matching pursuit222

(DSAMP) algorithm was proposed to jointly estimate mul-223

tiple sparse channels by estimating the common support224

shared by different subcarriers in OFDM. However, simu-225

lation results show that it provides a limited performance226

when the number of OFDM symbols J used for the channel227

estimation is not high. In [13], the homotopy ℓ2ℓ0 DCD228

algorithm was proposed, which can be used to estimate the229

sparse channel, and it can provide accurate sparse estimation230

with low complexity. However, it was focused on a single231

sparse problem, and cannot jointly estimate multiple sparse232

channels. Therefore, based on [7] and [13], we propose the233

DCD-JSR algorithm, which can jointly estimate multiple234

sparse channels with a common support.235

To simplify notation, we replace h̃n(p) with hp ∈ CM×1,236

which is the channel vector to be estimated. We denote237

h̃p as the final vector estimate. The DCD-JSR algorithm is238

summarized as follows.239

1 For each pilot subcarrier, the ℓ2ℓ0 homotopy DCD algo-240

rithm is employed to acquire an estimate of hp.241

2 Based on the hp estimate, a common support Ĩ is found242

by analysing the distribution of the estimates.243

3 Based on the common support Ĩ , the final channel vector244

estimate h̃p is acquired by using the LS algorithm [27]245

on the support.246

A. CHANNEL ESTIMATION USING THE ℓ2ℓ0 HOMOTOPY247

DCD ALGORITHM248

To estimate the channel at the pth pilot subcarrier using the249

ℓ2ℓ0 homotopy DCD algorithm, we consider the signal model250

rp = Φphp + vp. (9)

Algorithm 1 ℓ2ℓ0 homotopy DCD algorithm

Initialization:vector hp = 0, Ip = ∅, bp = Φp
Hrp,

Rp = Φp
HΦp.

1: g = argmax
∣

∣(bp)k
∣

∣

2
/(Rp)k,k,

τmax = (1/2)maxk
∣

∣(bp)k
∣

∣

2
/ (Rp)k,k,

τ = 0.5
∣

∣

∣
(bp)g

∣

∣

∣

2

/ (Rp)g,g , Ip = {g}.
2: Repeat until the termination condition is met:

3: If the support Ip has been updated then

Solve (Rp)Ip,Ip (hp)Ip = fp,

where fp = (Φp)
H

Ip
rp

c← b− (Rp)Ip,Ip (hp)Ip
4: Update the regularization parameter : τ ← γτ
5: Add the g-th element element into the support Ip,

where g ∈ Icp,

and g = argmax
k∈Ic

p

|(c)k|2
(Rp)k,k

s.t

∣

∣

∣
(c)g

∣

∣

∣

2

> 2τ (Rp)g,g ,

then assign to (hp)g the value (c)g / (Rp)g,g ,

update c← c− (hp)g R
g
p.

6: Remove the gth element from the support Ip,

where g ∈ Ip, and

g = arg min
k∈Ip

[

1
2

∣

∣(hp)k
∣

∣

2
(Rp)k,k +R

{

(hp)
∗

k
(c)k

}

]

,

s.t. 1
2

∣

∣

∣
(hp)g

∣

∣

∣

2

(Rp)g,g +R

{

(hp)
∗

g
(c)g

}

< τ

for every removed element,

update c← c+ (hp)g R
g
p and set (hp)g = 0.

It is worth to mention that since hp is sparse in the virtual251

angular domain, only |I| elements of the channel vector hp252

are non-zero. We consider that the observation matrix Φp is253

available and the support I is unknown.254

Based on [13], we can find an estimate of hp by apply-255

ing the homotopy DCD algorithm to the ℓ2ℓ0 optimization,256

considering the minimization of the cost function257

Jτ (hp) =
1

2
‖rp −Φphp‖22 + τ ‖hp‖0 . (10)

Here, τ ∈ [0, 1) is a regularization parameter. The second258

term in (10) makes it non-convex problem and the solution259

of it is NP-hard. To solve the problem, we initially assign260

the support set Ip = ∅, and by adding new elements into261

the support or removing elements from the support in several262

iterations following the proposition in [13], we can find an263

estimate of hp. Therefore we need to assign initially a high264

value to the regularization parameter τ = τmax which can265

dominate the cost function to provide an empty support Ip =266

∅. In the homotopy iterations, by gradually reducing value267

of τ as τ ← γτ , where γ ∈ [0, 1), new elements can be268

added to the support or removed from the support [13]. The269

algorithm stops when τ < τmin, where τmin = µτ τmax and270

µτ ∈ [0, 1) is a predefined parameter, and (hp)g is the gth271

element of the pth estimated channel vector hp. The structure272
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FIGURE4: Magnitudes of elements of vectors: (a) h̃1, (b) h̃64, (c) q.

of the employed ℓ2ℓ0 DCD homotopy algorithm is shown in273

Algorithm 1.274

As shown in Algorithm 1, by solving the LS problem275

(Rp)Ip,Ip (hp)Ip = fp at step 3, hp is estimated. According276

to [13], instead of using the matrix inversion to solve the LS277

problem, the DCD iterations [13], as shown in Algorithm278

2, are employed at step 3 in Algorithm 1. When the DCD279

iterations start, an LS solution for the vector hp and the vector280

c found at the previous iteration are used as the initialization281

of the DCD algorithm, which results in the reduction of the282

computational complexity. In the DCD iterations, Nu is the283

maximum number of successful iterations and a successful284

iteration means that the solution is updated in the iteration,285

Mb and H are predefined parameters.286

Algorithm 2 DCD iterations for LS minimization

Input: hp, c, Ip, Rp

Initialization: s = 0, δ = H
1: for m = 1, ...,Mb do until s = Nu

2: δ = δ/2, α = [δ,−δ, jδ,−jδ], State =0

3: for n = 1, ..., |Ip| do: v = Ip (n)
4: for k = 1, ..., 4 do

5: if R
{

(α)k (c)
∗
v

}

>
[

(Rp)v,v

]

δ2/2 then

6: (hp)v ← (hp)v + (α)k, c← c− (α)k R
v
p

7: State=1, s← s+ 1
8: if State=1, go to step 3

B. COMMON SUPPORT ACQUISITION AND JOINT287

CHANNEL ESTIMATION288

In this section, the process of estimating the common sup-289

port I is presented. For example, we consider a scenario with290

P = 64 pilot subcarriers, M = 128 transmit antennas, signal291

to noise ratio SNR = 20 dB, J = 20 OFDM symbols and292

|I| = 8.293

According to [7], among M coordinates of the channel294

vector hp, the vast majority of the channel energy will con-295

centrate on |I| coordinates, which are the non-zero elements296

in hp. Since we can estimate the channel at the pth pilot297

subcarrier using the ℓ2ℓ0 homotopy DCD algorithm, we can298

find an estimate of the common support Ĩ by jointly analysing299

estimates h̃p of vectors hp for all pilot subcarriers.300

In Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b), magnitudes of elements of vectors301

h̃1 and h̃64 are shown. For estimation of the joint support, we302

compute303

q =

(

P
∑

p=1

∣

∣

∣
h̃p

∣

∣

∣

)

/P. (11)

An estimate Ĩ of the common support I is obtained using304

thresholding, as a set of elements in the vector q, satisfying305

the condition306

Ĩ = {k : (q)k > ξ} , (12)

where ξ is a predefined threshold parameter.307

Based on the estimate Ĩ , the LS algorithm [27] is employed308

as follows:309

(Rp)Ĩ,Ĩ

(

h̃p

)

Ĩ
= fĨ , (13)

fĨ = (Φp)
H

Ĩ
rp. (14)

Here,
(

h̃p

)

Ĩ
is the final estimate of the channel vector hp on310

the support Ĩ .311

IV. DSAMP ALGORITHM312

The DSAMP algorithm [7], which was developed from313

the sparsity adaptive matching pursuit algorithm [31], can314

acquire multiple sparse channel vectors for different pi-315

lot subcarriers simultaneously. The DSAMP algorithm has316

been shown to provide a better channel estimation perfor-317

mance than the orthogonal matching pursuit, sparsity adap-318

tive matching pursuit and subspace pursuit algorithms [7].319

We use the DSAMP performance as a benchmark to assess320

the performance of the proposed DCD-JSR algorithm.321

V. SIMULATION RESULTS322
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FIGURE6: MSE performance of the DSAMP algorithm against the
threshold pth, SNR=20 dB, the number of pilot subcarriers P = 64,
M = 128.

A. MSE OF THE CHANNEL ESTIMATION323

We will be assessing the algorithm performance using the324

mean square error (MSE) of the channel estimation. The325

MSE is given by326

MSE =

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
hp − h̃p

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

2

||hp||22
, (15)
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√
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[(

h̃p

)

m

]2
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where h̃p is the estimated channel vector and hp is the327

true channel vector. When analysing the performance of328

the estimators, we will also calculate the probability of the329

estimated support Ĩ to be exactly the same as the support I to330

be estimated.331

B. NUMERICAL RESULTS332

In this section, we consider simulation scenarios correspond-333

ing to a MIMO system with a uniform linear array. We334

compare the channel estimation performance of the DCD-335

JSR and DSAMP algorithms. The performance of the oracle336

LS algorithm [27] with known support is adopted as the337

performance bound. In most scenarios, we consider two338

cases, SNR = 10 dB and SNR = 20 dB.339

To provide the best MSE performance, the threshold pth340

for the DSAMP algorithm and ξ for the DCD-JSR algorithm341

need to be adjusted. As shown in Fig.5, when SNR = 20 dB,342

the DCD-JSR algorithm has the best MSE performance when343

ξ = 0.055. In Fig.6, it can be seen that when SNR = 20 dB344

and pth = 0.1, the DSAMP algorithm achieves the best MSE345

performance. Similarly, appropriate values of ξ and pth for346

different SNR can be obtained. In this paper, for the DCD-347

JSR algorithm, ξ = 0.05 is considered for both SNR = 20348

dB and SNR = 10 dB; for the DSAMP algorithm, pth is set349

to be 0.1 and 0.17 for SNR = 20 dB and SNR = 10 dB,350

respectively.351

In Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b), we consider scenarios with differ-352

ent number of pilot subcarriers. The number of pilot subcar-353

riers varies from 48 to 64, and we set M = 128, |I| = 12, the354

number of simulation trials is Ns = 10000. It can be seen that355

both the DSAMP and DCD-JSR algorithms benefit from the356

increasing number of pilot subcarriers, but a larger number357

of subcarriers results in lower spectral efficiency, since a358

smaller number of subcarriers are used for data transmission.359

However, the DCD-JSR algorithm shows significantly better360

MSE performance.361

Fig.8(a) and Fig.8(b), for different number of pilot subcar-362

riers and different SNR, show the probability of the perfect363

support estimation by the DSAMP and DCD-JSR algorithms,364

where the perfect support estimation means that the estimated365

support is exactly the same as the true support. In Fig.8, it can366

be seen that, compared to the DSAMP algorithm, the DCD-367

JSR algorithm provides a better probability of correct support368

estimation. This explains the better MSE performance of369

the DCD-JSR algorithm, as seen in Fig.7. Compared to the370

DSAMP algorithm, the DCD-JSR algorithm requires less371

pilot subcarriers to provide a specified probability of correct372

support estimation under same scenario.373

In Fig.9(a) and Fig.9(b), we show the MSE performance374

for scenarios with J = 10 and J = 20 at different SNR. We375

set M = 128, P = 64, and the number of simulation trials376

Ns = 10000. In Fig.9(a), for J=10, at SNR = 10 dB, and377

|I| ≤ 6, the DCD-JSR algorithm approaches the performance378

of the oracle LS algorithm [27], while the DSAMP does it379

only for |I| ≤ 4. In Fig.9(b), for J=20, when SNR = 10380

dB, the DCD-JSR algorithm approaches the performance of381

the oracle LS algorithm [27] for |I| ≤ 13, whereas the382

DSAMP algorithm does not show the LS performance even383

for |I| = 10. When SNR = 20 dB, the DCD-JSR algorithm384

could approach the oracle performance until |I| = 13, while385

the DSAMP does not. Hence, in these scenarios, the DCD-386

JSR algorithm outperforms the DSAMP algorithm.387
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FIGURE7: MSE performance of Oracle LS, DSAMP, and DCD-JSR algorithms against the number of pilot subcarriers, M = 128, J = 20:
(a) SNR = 20 dB, (b) SNR = 10 dB.
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Fig.10(a) and Fig.10(b) present results for different num-388

ber of employed OFDM symbols J . The number of simula-389

tion trials is Ns = 10000, M = 128, P = 64. It can be390

seen that the DCD-JSR algorithm outperforms the DSAMP391

algorithm for both SNR = 20 dB and SNR = 10 dB, and392

requires less OFDM symbols to approach the performance of393

the oracle LS channel estimator.394

Fig.11(a) and Fig.11(b) compare the probability of perfect395

support estimation by the DSAMP and DCD-JSR channel es-396

timators. It can be seen that the DCD-JSR channel estimator397

outperforms the DSAMP channel estimator: at SNR = 20398

dB, the DCD-JSR channel estimator needs J = 28 to provide399

the perfect support estimation, while the DSAMP algorithm400

needs J = 34 , i.e., a lower number of OFDM symbols is401

required by the DCD-JSR algorithm. Thus, it is easy to see402

that, compared to the DSAMP channel estimator, the DCD-403

JSR channel estimator requires less OFDM symbols for an404

accurate support estimation.405

In Fig.12, we consider the case where the massive MIMO406

system employs different number of antennas. The number407

of antenna varies from 16 to 128, the number of simulation408

trials is Ns = 10000. We set the number of OFDM symbols409

J = 20 and number of non-zero virtual angles |I| = 11.410

In Fig.12(a), it can be seen that when SNR = 10 dB, there411

exists a significant performance gap between the DSAMP412

algorithm and oracle LS algorithm [27], while the DCD-JSR413

algorithm approaches the oracle performance for any number414

of antennas. When we increase the SNR = 20 dB, the DCD-415

JSR channel estimator approaches the oracle performance for416

any number of antennas, while the DSAMP algorithm does417

not.418

Fig.12(b) shows the probability of perfect support estima-419

tion in these scenarios. It can be seen that the DCD-JSR420

algorithm always provides perfect support estimation, while421

the DSAMP algorithm does not. Thus, we can see that with422

a large number of antennas, the DCD-JSR channel estimator423

provides a better MSE performance and more accurate sup-424

port estimation than the DSAMP algorithm.425

To estimate the computational complexity of the algo-426

rithms, we decided to update the computational complexity427

after each line of the algorithm code (both the algorithms428

have been implemented in Matlab) where an operation oc-429

curs. In the DCD-JSR algorithm, most of the operations are430

additions [13]; to simplify the comparison, we also count the431

pure additions as multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations.432

Fig.13 shows the computational complexity against the433

number of non-zero virtual angles. We consider the SNR =434

20 dB, J = 20 and average the results over Ns = 10000435

simulation trials. It can be seen that the DCD-JSR algorithm436

has significantly lower complexity. Thus we can say that,437

compared to the DSAMP algorithm [7], the DCD-JSR algo-438

rithm exhibits lower computational complexity.439

VI. CONCLUSION440

In this paper, based on the original ℓ2ℓ0 DCD algorithm, a441

DCD-JSR algorithm has been proposed to jointly estimate442

the channel for multiple pilot subcarriers in the virtual angu-443

lar domain in an FDD massive MIMO system. The DSAMP444

algorithm is used to compare the channel estimation perfor-445

mance with the DCD-JSR algorithm in different simulation446

scenario. Simulation results have shown that the proposed447

DCD-JSR algorithm outperforms the DSAMP algorithm, and448

requires less OFDM symbols and employed pilot subcarriers449

for accurate channel estimation, whereas it also exhibits a450

significantly lower computational complexity.451
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